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Abstract
Modern object detectors have taken the advantages of pre-trained vision transformers by using them as backbone networks. However, except for the backbone
networks, other detector components, such as the detector head and the feature
pyramid network, remain randomly initialized, which hinders the consistency between detectors and pre-trained models. In this study, we propose to integrally
migrate the pre-trained transformer encoder-decoders (imTED) for object detection,
constructing a feature extraction-operation path that is not only “fully pre-trained"
but also consistent with pre-trained models. The essential improvements of imTED
over existing transformer-based detectors are twofold: (1) it embeds the pre-trained
transformer decoder to the detector head; and (2) it removes the feature pyramid
network from the feature extraction path. Such improvements significantly reduce
the proportion of randomly initialized parameters and enhance the generation capability of detectors. Experiments on MS COCO dataset demonstrate that imTED
consistently outperforms its counterparts by ∼2.8% AP. Without bells and whistles,
imTED improves the state-of-the-art of few-shot object detection by up to 7.6% AP,
demonstrating significantly higher generalization capability. Code will be made
publicly available.

1

Introduction

Unprecedented progress for object detection has been made over the past few years. This largely
attributed to the usage of powerful representation models as backbone networks for feature extraction.
By transferring the representation models, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [2] and
vision transformers (ViTs) [3] pre-trained using large-scale datasets, object detectors demonstrated
desirable performance and generalization capability.
Modern object detectors, such as Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN [1, 4], typically consist of a
backbone network, a neck component and a detector head. Except for the backbone networks, other
components remain randomly initialized (not pre-trained). Such components include the region
proposal network (RPN) [1], the feature pyramid network (FPN) [5] and the detector head [6]. These
randomly initialized components fails to take advantage of the representation models pre-trained on
large-scale datasets.
Recently, ViTs [3] have been promising representation models. In terms of representation generalization, vanilla ViTs pre-trained with the masked auto-encoder (MAE) [7] demonstrates superiority
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Figure 1: Comparison of imTED with the baseline detector (e.g., Faster R-CNN [1] with a ViT
encoder). The baseline detector solely transfers a pre-trained backbone network. By contrast, the
imTED integrally migrates the pre-trained transformer encoder-detectors for object detection.

when compared to its supervised counterparts. Since the introduction of vanilla transformer [8] to
computer vision, the effort of taming pre-trained ViTs for object detection has never stopped [9, 10].
ViTs pre-trained with MAE have been demonstrating great potential to be powerful detector backbones [10, 11].
In this study, we do not design any new components for object detectors; instead, we make minimal adaptations to improve their generalization capability. Specifically, we propose to integrally
migrate pre-trained transformer encoder-decoders (imTED) to object detectors, constructing a feature
extraction-operation path which is not only “fully pre-trained" but also consistent with pre-trained
models. To fulfill this purpose, our imTED detector makes use of the transformer encoder pre-trained
with MAE as the backbone and the MAE decoder as the detector head. imTED breaks the routine to
remove the FPN (which is not pre-trained) from the feature extraction path while leveraging adaptive
receptive fields provide by the attention mechanism in vision transformers [3] to handle objects at
multiple scales. These designs guarantee integral migrating pre-trained transformer encoder-detector
for object detection.
By adding linear output layers, i.e., the light-weight classification layer and regression layer, atop the
migrated transformer encoder-decoder, imTED classifies and localizes objects based on powerful
features extracted by the pre-trained models. The plausibility of integrally migrating pre-trained
encoder-decoders and introducing randomly initialized linear layers is analyzed from the perspective
of model optimization. We also justify that migrating the pre-trained decoder to the detector head
and removing the FPN facilitate stronger minima for the non-convex loss function when training
detectors.
The competitiveness of imTED is validated using popular object detectors including Faster R-CNN
and Mask R-CNN [1, 4]. Experiments on the MS COCO dataset demonstrate that imTED with the
ViT-base model outperforms its counterpart by ∼2.8% AP at moderate computational cost.
Benefiting from the integral migration of pre-trained models, imTED demonstrates strong generalization capability, which is validated by low-shot and few-shot detection tasks. When reducing
the proportion of the training data, the performance gain of imTED monotonously improves. When
training a few-shot object detector, by freezing the backbone network while fine-tuning the rest
detector components, imTED improves the performance by up to 7.6% AP. imTED opens up a
promising direction for few-shot object detection using vision transformers.
The contributions of this study are concluded as follows:
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• We propose to integrally migrate pre-trained transformer encoder-decoders (imTED) to
object detectors, constructing a “fully pre-trained" feature extraction-operation path to
improve their generalization capability.
• We analyze the plausibility of integral migration of pre-trained encoder-decoders and using
randomly initialized linear layers in terms of model optimization.
• imTED not only achieves significant performance gains in object detection, but establishes
a solid baseline for few-shot detection using vision transformers.

2

Related Work

Representation Models. Object detection has widely explored the representation models trained
using large-scale datasets as feature extractors. Over the past decade, CNNs [12–16] have dominated
the area of representation models. More recently, vision transformers [17–20] became promising
representation models. Vision transformers including ViT [17], Swin [18], MViT [19], and PvT [20]
demonstrated great potential in object detection. The vision transformers [21–23] trained with selfsupervised paradigms were validated to have higher generalization capability. Such generalization
capability was pushed to new heights by MAE [23], which constructs not only representation models
for feature extraction but also decoders for feature operation.
The representation model, FPN [24] and detector head occupy most of the learnable parameters of an
object detector. Model object detectors, either CNN-based [25–29] or transformer-based [30, 31],
utilized pre-trained representation models as encoders to extract features, while leaving FPN and
detector heads with randomly initialized parameters. These randomly initialized parameters, when
finetuned using fewer samples, could get stuck to local minimums. The problem of making a “fully
pre-trained" detector remains.
Feature Pyramid Network. FPN [24] leverages a top-down structure with lateral connections to
construct high-level semantic feature maps at multiple scales, enhancing the flexibility for multi-scale
representation. It is designed to adapt hierarchical CNN features but not compatible with plain
representation models, e.g., ViT [17] and MAE [23]. To solve this problem, a small network was
designed to obtain multi-scale features [32], but this unfortunately caused more parameters being
randomly initialized. VitDet [33] proposed to remove the top-down feature fusion to simplify FPN.
The main differences between VitDet [33], [32] and our imTED are twofold. For the ROI head,
imTED simply feeds the last feature map of the MAE encoder to the RoI-Align component, without
using FPN. The aligned features are fed to the pre-trained transformer decoder for further processing.
Such designs guarantee that the feature extraction-operation path be consistent with that of MAE.
Detector Head. DETRs [30, 31] are representative detectors, which leverage the long-range feature
dependency of vision transformers to predict object locations. Vision transformers in DETRs are
randomly initialized and only used to process features extracted by CNN. By contrast, the transformer
in our imTED is pre-trained and utilized to process both images and features. ViDT [34] replaces
the CNN backbone used by DETR [30] with a pre-trained transformer but still leaving the following
transformer neck randomly initialized.
Both VitDet [33, 32] and MIMDet [35] leverage the self-supervised MAEs to extract features.
However, VitDet solely leverages the pre-trained MAE encoder but deprecates the pre-trained
decoder. Whereas, the proposed imTED utilizes both the pre-trained encoder and the pre-trained
decoder. MIMDet [35] utilizes both the encoder and decoder for feature extraction. However, the
detector head in MIMDet remains randomly initialized. By contrast, the imTED approach in this
study utilizes the pre-trained encoder to extract features and the pre-trained decoder as the detector
head, constructing a “fully pre-trained" feature selection-operation path.

3

Methodology

The goal of this study is to integrally migrate the pre-trained transformer encoder-decoder as the
main detector components. To this end, we choose encoder-decoders pre-trained by MAE [7] and
transfer them to conventional two-stage detectors, e.g., Faster R-CNN and Mask R-CNN [1, 4]. In
this section, we first address how to migrate the pre-trained encoder-decoders. We then describe the
3
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Figure 2: Detection architecture. While the baseline detector [1, 4] uses several randomly initialized
component for feature extraction, our imTED detector integrally migrates the transformer encoderdecoder, constructing a “fully pre-trained" path for feature extraction and operation.

detailed implementation of the detector components. Finally, we analyze light-weight output layers
and why they are randomly initialized.
3.1

Integral Migration of Pre-trained Models

A Faster R-CNN detector consists of the following components: a backbone network, a feature
pyramid network (FPN), a region proposal network (RPN) and a detector head. The conventional
detectors partially transfers pre-trained models. Typically, they use a pre-trained representation model,
either supervised or unsupervised, as the backbone network for feature extraction. However, the
FPN, RPN and detector head, which occupy a large proportion (∼ 40%) of learnable parameters,
remained trained from scratch. One important reason is that the backbone networks specified for
image classification [36] can not be directly used for multi-scale feature extraction and instance
localization.
Recently, MAE [7] defines a self-supervised pre-trained encoder-decoder based on the pretext task of
masked pixel reconstruction. By randomly masking image patches and reconstructing the masked
image patches, MAE trains an encoder for feature extraction and a decoder for image context
modeling. The conventional way of using the pre-trained MAE model is to employ the encoder as
the backbone for object feature extraction [10, 11]. Whereas, we think that the pre-trained encoderdecoder can be integrally migrated for object detection, so that detectors not only leverage the
encoder for feature extraction but also the a decoder for context information modeling. By integral
migrating the encoder-decoder, we aim to fulfill the purpose that as many as detector parameters
being pre-trained.
The architecture of the proposed imTED detector is provided in Fig. 2. The detector takes the
pre-trained encoder-decoder as main components, using output fully connected layers for object
classification and localization, while keeping the proposal generation component unchanged. When
using the ViT-S [3] model, the Faster R-CNN detector has ∼17.7M parameters trained from scratch,
while imTED changes this figure to ∼3.3M, which infers an 81.3% reduction of randomly initialized
parameters. Larger proportions of pre-trained parameters imply higher detector generalization
capability, which is confirmed through experiments.
3.2

Implementation Details

In the Faster R-CNN detector, the backbone, the FPN and the detector head construct a path for
proposal feature extraction and operation. If we use the encoder as the backbone, set the decoder as a
detector head, and removing the FPN from the feature extraction path, we can integrally migrate the
encoder-decoder as the main component of the Faster R-CNN detector. The architecture of RPN is
not updated as it plays the role of generating region proposals but dose not disturb the feature stream
for final classification and localization. In other words, imTED is implemented by simply adding a
few linear layers and a proposal generation module to the fully pre-trained encoder-decoder, Fig. 2.
With these implementation details, imTED’s architecture is greatly simplified while the detection
4

performance is improved. In what follows, we describe the implementations of the backbone, the
proposal generation module and the detector head.
Backbone network. The pre-trained transformer encoder is set as the backbone network. There is
no modification to the transformer encoder except for resizing the encoder’s positional embedding
so that they are consistent with input image sizes. The transformer encoder outputs single-scale
feature maps which are down-sampled by a factor of 16 relative to the input image. Meanwhile, to
produce multi-scale feature maps, we up-sample or down-sample intermediate ViT feature maps
by placing four resolution-modifying modules at equally spaced intervals of d/4 transformer blocks
following [10], where d denotes the total number of blocks.
Region proposal generation. In the two-stage detection architecture [1], dense region proposals are
required to be generated for final object detection. This is done by RPN, which uses pre-defined
five-scale anchors to predict proposal boxes. As shown in Fig. 2, the RPN uses the feature pyramid
obtained by the encoder as input. By passing the features of the five-scale anchors through the RPN,
it predicts dense region proposals. The training of the RPN parameters, i.e., the weights of the fully
connected output layer, is consistent with that of Faster RCNN [1].
Detector head. A pre-trained MAE decoder is employed
to replace the randomly initialized network layers and to
construct the detector head, which consists of a decoder
and two linear layers. For each region proposal box, an
ROI-Align operation is used to extract the features for each
region proposal from the feature maps extracted by the
backbone (encoder). Proposal features are then embedded
with location information by summarizing with position
embedding [7]. Such proposal features are then fed to
the decoder and operated with alternative attention and
MLP layers. The operated features are finally fed to the
linear classification and regression layers to predict object
categories and location offsets.
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imTED adds a few linear layers, referred to as output lay- Figure 3: Optimizing hidden layer (upers, for classification and regression. These output layers per) and output layer (lower) parameters.
use randomly initialized weights because the pre-trained θ(∗) denotes optimized parameters.
model does not involve a bounding box regression component, which is indispensable for a detector. Meanwhile,
the classification output layer needs to be re-initialized according to different object categories.
From the perspective of model optimization, using randomly initialized weights for the output layers
is plausible. Let’s consider a simple network, a multi-layer neural network with nonlinear hidden
layers f parameterized with θf and a linear output layer parameterized by θo . When feeding a
sample x to the network, the hidden layer features, output ŷ, and loss are sequentially calculated as
fθf

fθ

L

o
x −−−−→ z −−−−
→ ŷ −−−→ loss,. The loss is computed by L(ŷ, y) where L is a pre-defined loss
function and y denotes the label of the input x. Due to the large number of non-linear operations
contained in the hidden layers f , training of deep neural networks is a non-convex optimization
problem. In downstream tasks, the large number of hidden parameters θf require to be initialized by
the pre-trained models so that they converge to stronger local minima, Fig. 3. Unlike the hidden layer,
the output layer itself is a simple linear function with a single global minima. Even if the output
layers use randomly initialized weights, the loss function can be optimized to a global minimum.

4
4.1

Experiment
Experimental Setting

The ViT models are categorized to ViT-S and ViT-B [3] according to the parameter scales. These
models are pre-trained on ImageNet-1K using the self-supervised MAE method [7] for 1600 epochs.
5

Table 1: Object detection performance on the MS COCO dataset. Comparison of the proposed
imTED detector with the state-of-the-art detectors using vision transformers as backbones. † dentoes
using soft-nms [41].
Faster R-CNN

Mask R-CNN

Approach

Backbone

Pre-train

Epochs

AP

AP50

AP75

APbox

APmask

Baseline [42]
Baseline [18]
Baseline [43]
Baseline [1]
MIMDet [35]
ViTDet† [11]
imTED (ours)
imTED (ours)

ResNeXt101
Swin-B
MViTv2-B
ViT-B
ViT-B
ViT-B
ViT-S
ViT-B

1k, sup
1k, sup
1k, sup
1k, MAE
1k, MAE
1k, MAE
1k, MAE
1k, MAE

36
36
36
36
36
100
36
36

43.1
49.4
47.3
52.2

63.6
70.2
68.6
72.8

47.2
54.4
51.0
57.1

44.5
48.5
51.0
50.1
51.5
51.6
48.0
52.6

39.7
43.4
45.7
44.8
46.0
45.9
42.8
46.7

By adding four linear output layers and parameter-less interpolation operations atop the pre-trained
encoder-decoder, the imTED detector is constructed. The detectors are evaluated on the MS COCO
dataset [37], which consists of ∼118k training images and 5k validation images. Data augmentation
strategies are defined by resizing image with shorter size between 480 and 800 while the longer side
no larger than 1333 [38] . The detector is trained using the AdamW optimizer [39] with a learning
rate 1e-4, a weight decay of 0.05. The training lasts for 3×schedule (36 epochs with the learning rate
decayed by 10 at epochs 27 and 33). The batch size is 16, distributed across 8 GPUs (2 images per
GPU). For the ViT-S/B models, a layer-wise lr decay [40] of 0.75 and a drop path rate of 0.1/0.2 are
also applied.
4.2

Detection Performance

In Table 1, the proposed imTED detectors are evaluated and compared with the state-of-the-art
detectors using vision transformer backbones. By replacing the ResNeXt101 backbone with an
pre-trained ViT model pre-trained with the MAE method, the baseline (Faster R-CNN detector) it
improves the average precision (AP) from 43.1% to 49.4%, which validates the effectiveness of using
pre-trained ViT models for object detection. Given the strong baseline, imTED improves the AP by
2.8% (from 49.4% to 52.2%), which is a large margin. In specific, it respectively improves the AP50
by 2.6% (from 70.2% to 72.8), and the AP75 by 2.7% (from 54.4% to 57.1). When using the Mask
R-CNN framework, imTED respectively improves the APbox by 2.5% and the APmask by 1.9%, which
are all significant margins.
imTED also significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art detectors i.e., MIMDet and ViTDet, which
use MAE pre-trained vision transformers as backbones. VitDet solely leverages the pre-trained MAE
encoder but consistently deprecates the pre-trained decoder, and thereby does not fully explore the
potential of the pre-trained models. MIMDet leverages both the encoder and decoder for feature
extraction but remains using a randomly initialized detector head, which deteriorates its generalization
capability. The proposed imTED overcomes these disadvantages and achieves higher detection
performance.
In Fig. 4 we compared some detection results of the baseline detector and our imTED approach. It
can be seen that the baseline detector misses some occluded objects, for the reason that they have
only partially valid features. By contrast, imTED can correctly localize and classify these occluded
objects. The reason lies in that the transformer encoder-decoders have been pre-trained to have the
capability to recover masked/occluded object parts. Such capability is transferred to the detectors
when integrally migrating the encoder-decoder models.
4.3

Ablation Study

In ablations, we fine-tune the detector for 1× schedule (12 epochs with the learning rate decayed
by 10× at epochs 9 and 11) on the train2017 split and evaluate on the val2017 split. By default, the
ViT-S [44] is set as the backbone (encoder), and a 4-layer decoder with dimension 196 is used for the
detector head. Unless otherwise specified, our ablation experiments are performed on Faster R-CNN.
6

Figure 4: Comparison of detection results. The first row presents the results of the baseline detector
and second row the results of the proposed imTED detector. Objects in blue bounding boxes are
detected by both the baseline detector and imTED. Objects in green bounding boxes are missed by
the baseline detector but correctly detected by imTED. (best viewed in color)
Table 2: Ablation studies using ViT-S as the backbone (encoder). ? indicates that the module is
initialized with MAE pre-trained weights. FPS is tested on a Tesla A100 GPU.
Detector Head
FC Layers
Decoder
Decoder?
Decoder?

FPN
√
√
√
×

Params

FLOPs

FPS

AP

AP50

AP75

APS

APM

APL

41.1M
30.1M
30.1M
30.1M

343G
415G
415G
415G

20.3
14.1
14.1
14.2

41.2
42.2
42.5
43.1

62.5
62.4
63.0
64.1

44.8
45.8
46.1
46.9

24.1
25.8
25.6
25.0

44.2
45.0
45.4
46.5

55.1
57.0
57.7
58.6

Integral migration. We replace the Faster R-CNN detector head with the pre-trained MAE decoder,
and skip the FPN when preparing decoder’s input to construct a integrally pre-trained feature
extraction-operation path. The baseline detector (Faster R-CNN) only uses a pre-trained encoder as
backbone following [10]. Its predictions are obtained from FPN and some fully connected layers in
the detector head.
In Table 2, when replacing the detector head with a decoder without pre-training, 1.0% (42.2% vs.
41.2%) AP gain is observed. When the decoder is initialized using the MAE pre-trained weights,
imTED improves the performance by 1.3% (42.5% vs. 41.2%) over the baseline detector. By skipping
FPN and constructing a fully pre-trained feature extraction-operation path, imTED improves by 1.9%
(43.1% vs. 41.2%). These significant performance gains, considering the extensively investigated
problem and the challenging aspects of the dataset, validate the effect of the proposed imTED
approach.
In Table 2, we notice that replacing the fully connection layers with the pre-trained decoder brings a
moderate increase of computational cost, i.e., the FLOPs increases from 343G to 415G while FPS
decrease from 20.3 to 14.2.
Output layers. The analysis in Sec. 3.3 indicates that the optimization of the output layers is easier,
as the most of the parameters of the detector head have been pre-trained while the loss function with
Table 3: Evaluation of output layers.
Encoder-decoder

Classification Layer

Localization layer

AP

AP50

AP75

Migrated from MAE
Migrated from MAE
Migrated from MAE
Migrated from MAE

Randomly initialized
Pre-train initialized
Randomly initialized
Pre-train initialized

Randomly initialized
Randomly initialized
Pre-train initialized
Pre-train initialized

43.2
43.3
43.1
43.3

63.9
64.0
64.1
64.1

46.9
46.9
46.8
47.1
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Table 4: Ablation study for instance segmentation on the MS COCO dataset.
Backbone

Detector Head

Mask Head

Encoder?
Encoder?
Encoder?
Encoder?

FC Layers
MAE Decoder?
MAE Decoder?
MAE Decoder?

4× Conv
4× Conv
MAE Decoder
MAE Decoder?

APmask

APmask
S

APmask
M

APmask
L

37.8
38.5
38.7
39.5

20.4
20.3
20.4
20.8

40.7
41.8
42.3
42.7

52.5
54.3
54.6
55.5

Generalization capability. imTED has greater generalization capability because its feature extraction-operation
procedure is consistent with the pre-trained representation
models. To validate this capability, we evaluate the performance drops of detectors by gradually reducing the size
of the training data, Fig. 5(a). When the percentage of
training data reduces, the performance gains of imTED
over the baseline detector monotonously increases. Larger
performance gains with less training data demonstrate
greater generalization capability. We also divide the different categories of the MS COCO dataset according to
the number of training instances, and count the imTED’s
performance improvements. In Fig. 5(b), for object categories of less training instances, imTED outperforms the
baseline detector by larger margins.

4.4

3.2
3.0
2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
2.0
100%

75%
50%
Percentage of training data

25%

(a) Training dataset sizes

Improvement of AP

Instance segmentation. The imTED detector can be used
for instance segmentation by updating Faster R-CNN to
Mask R-CNN [4]. The original mask head is mainly composed of four convolutional layers. We gradually replace
it with the decoder structure in MAE and load the corresponding pre-trained weights. Experiments in Table 4
show that the migration of pre-trained MAE decoder as
the detector head improves the APmask by 0.7%. Replacing the mask head with the decoder brings about 0.9%
performance gain. By using fully-pre-trained decoders
as detector and mask heads, imTED improves the the
APmask by 1.7% in total.

Improvement of AP

respect to the output layer parameters is convex. To validate that the output layers can be randomly
initialized, we conduct comparable experiments in Table 3, where the output layer parameters are
initialized using pre-trained weights. Due to the fact that the output layers of the detector are not
included in the pre-trained encoder-decoder, we initialize the output layers by using the output layer
parameters from a fine-tuned object detector. The comparison experiments show that using randomly
initialized output layers, in either the classification layer or the localization, has negligible impact on
detection performance.

2.2
2.0
1.8
1.6
1.4
1.2
1.0
0.8

>24k

18k-24k 12k-18k 6k-12k
object number of categories

<6k

(b) Imbalanced categories

Figure 5: Generalization capability.

Few-shot Object Detection

imTED can be applied for few-shot object detection without any modification. Following Meta
YOLO [45], the object categories in MS COCO are divided into two groups: base classes with
adequate annotations and novel classes with K-shot annotated instances. On MS COCO, 20 classes
are selected as novel ones and the remaining 60 classes as base ones. The base classes are used to
initialize the detector, i.e., endowing it the ability to localize objects, through base training. The
detector is then finetuned upon the novel classes for few-shot object detection. In Table 5, imTED
respectively improves the state-of-the-arts of few-shot detection by 3.5% (19.0% to 22.5%) and 7.6%
(22.6% to 30.2%) under 10-shot and 30-shot settings. The large performance gains further validate
imTED’s generalization capability.
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Table 5: Performance comparison of few-shot object detection.

5

Shots

Method

Detector

AP

AP50

AP75

APS

APM

APL

10

Meta YOLO [45]
CME [46]
FCT [47]
Meta-DETR [48]
DeFRCN [49]
imTED(ours)
imTED(ours)

YOLOv2
FasterR-CNN + R101
PVTv2-B2-Li
DETR + R101
FasterR-CNN + R101
imTED + ViT-S
imTED + ViT-B

5.6
15.1
17.1
19.0
18.5
15.0
22.5

12.3
24.6
30.5
25.7
36.6

4.6
16.4
19.7
15.2
23.7

0.9
4.6
6.0
6.8

3.5
16.6
13.5
20.7

10.5
26.0
23.0
36.1

30

Meta YOLO [45]
CME [46]
FCT [47]
Meta-DETR [48]
DeFRCN [49]
imTED(ours)
imTED(ours)

YOLOv2
FasterR-CNN + R101
PVTv2-B2-Li
DETR + R101
FasterR-CNN + R101
imTED + ViT-S
imTED + ViT-B

9.1
16.9
21.4
22.2
22.6
21.0
30.2

19.0
28.0
35.0
34.5
47.4

7.6
17.8
22.8
21.8
32.5

0.8
4.6
7.2
11.6

4.9
18.0
18.8
28.8

16.8
29.2
33.7
45.4

Conclusion

We explored a novel object detection approach by integrally migrating pre-trained transformer
encoder-decoders (imTED). The key idea was to construct a feature extraction-operation path that
was not only “fully pre-trained" but also consistent with pre-trained models. By migrating the MAE
decoder to the detector head, removing FPN on the feature extraction path, imTED superseded Faster
R-CNN, being a simpler yet more effective detector.
Experiments on object detection, instance segmentation and few-shot object detection demonstrated
the performance gains brought by imTED, with striking contrast with the baseline and the state-ofthe-arts. imTED provides a fresh insight to the design of object detectors using pre-trained vision
transformer models.
Limitations. There are several limitations to the novel imTED approach which ought to be mentioned.
(i) By using the decoder as the detector head, imTED has a moderate computational cost (FLOPS
improves from 343 to 415G). (ii) It is not applicable to pre-trained models without decoders. These
limitations should be solved in the future work.
Societal Impacts Our research focus on (i) designing novel approaches for object detection and
(ii) instance segmentation. These two topics have been widely studied in the community, and our
work does not have further societal impacts than others.
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